
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Sixth Floor, 960 Howe Street, Box 250 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2N3 

Attention: Acting Commission Secretary 

January 20th, 2021 

Subject: Delivery Rate and Regulatory Account Application 
Response to Commission Exhibit A-6 

Dear Ms. Tresoglavic: 

Stargas, on Friday, January 15th
, 2021 filed its response to the above request seeking clarification 

of documentation filed as confidential, that based on the execution of an agreement of sale between it 
and FortisBC Energy Inc., need not thereafter be withheld from public dissemination. Accordingly, 
Stargas filed revised documents (Delivery Rate App 2020 and Deferment Requests B-4-1 & B-5-1) that 
are now to be made available for public review. Stargas, based on its expectation that all the 
information provided in B-8 will be disclosed in a forthcoming Joint Application to be filed with the 
Commission has determined that the information within that document originally filed as confidential is 
to be made available to the public. 

Stargas has, concurrent with this document, filed each of the above with the reference to their 
prior confidentiality removed. 

Should further clarification on Stargas' filings be required, please request same by email to M. A. 
Blumes, President, Stargas Utilities Ltd. at info@stargas.ca. 

Moe Blumes 
President, Stargas Utilities Ltd. 

B-1-1

Yvonne.Lapierre
Delivery Rate and Regulatory Account Application
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Stargas Utilities Ltd 
2020 Rate Application 

Delivery Rate and Regulatory Accounts 

September 22, 2020 

Introduction: Stargas has prepared this Application based upon the test year commencing November 1st, 
2020 to October 31st, 2021. Stargas was, initially, to file on or prior to July 31st, 2019 based upon a 2019 
test year, but in contemplation of its sale of regulatory assets and operations requested and received 
Commission approval on three occasions to extend its filing date to, ultimately, September 30th, 2020 
(BCUC-L-55-20). 

The Commission will be aware that we are in negotiation with Fortis and expect to execute an 
agreement vending Stargas’ regulatory assets and operations in a transaction that, with BCUC approval, 
is to close April 1st, 2021. The completion date was selected to allow the parties to resolve the final 
details of an Asset Purchase Agreement (“APA”), to allow for the preparation and filing of a joint 
application seeking Commission approval and for adequate time to address Commission interrogatories. 
Stargas has, in contemplation of the sale, identified costs upon which the utility seeks inclusion in 
regulatory accounts or equivalent; in addition to the Regulatory Accounts related to the utility’s revised 
installation program, its costs incurred in addressing a line break, and the inclusion in its revenue 
requirement pursuant to G-157-12, Stargas is seeking  an inclusion in future revenue requirements, 
consistent with the determination in G-157-12, allowed but undistributed returns on its equity in the 
period from June 1, 2019 to October 31st, 2020 as well as two additional Regulatory Accounts. Stargas 
does not propose mechanisms for recovery of the amounts approved within the current application, but 
would do so, if it fails to reach agreement with Fortis and carries on in independent operations. 

Stargas recognizes that its proposed delivery rate pricing may not be resolved prior to November 
1st, 2020 and proposes that the Commission approve on an interim basis, the delivery rate proposed 
herein with Stargas’ undertaking that it will refund incremental revenues if any, with interest, within sixty 
(60) days of receipt of a final determination of its delivery rate. 

Delivery Forecast: Stargas forecasts the delivery of 48,250 gj’s to 363 customers in the test year 
November 1st, 2020 to October 31st, 2021. In its fiscal year ending October 31st, 2020, Stargas 
forecasts the delivery of 47,813.0 gj’s (includes ten months actual deliveries and estimates for 
September and October of 5,734 gj’s – deliveries in September/October of 2019 were 5,437 gj’s) to 
its current 348 ratepayers. Stargas’ anticipated volume increase is based on the addition of 15 
accounts in the fall of 2020. In developing its’ forecast Stargas considered the current La Nina 
forecast (an anticipated colder winter) and the impact of the pandemic - while outdoor activities are 
enjoying increased demand, a number of homes at the Resort are owned by international visitors 
who may not be able to travel to Canada. The Resort has announced a delayed opening to December 
4th, 2020 and then, initially only to season pass holders, as elements of modifications to its 
operations to ensure the safety of its patrons.     
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Delivery Rate: Stargas seeks approval, effective November 1st, 2020 to reduce its delivery rate from 
its current $5.77 per gigajoule to $4.59 per gigajoule; Stargas is seeking Commission review and 
approval of the following required revenue: 

Test Year

Technical services $71,893

Administration

Professional services 7,225

Insurance 9,000

Office and sundries 20,652

Office lease 6,240

Administration - Fortis 54,000

Administration - CMI 66,743

235,753

Amortization 23,250

Catch-up dividend (G-157-12) 6,794

Basic charge recovery (75,915)

Sundry revenue (6,480)

Income tax 3,119

186,521

Earned return

Return on debt 57.5% 4.19% 13,111

Return on equity 42.5% 9.50% 21,956

100.0% 6.45% 35,066

$221,587

Deliveries (gigajoules) 48,250.0

Delivery rate $4.59

Technical Services: 
FortisBC Energy Inc. provides ongoing operations and maintenance to Stargas’ distribution grid 

and provides installation and other technical services under a Service contract terminating October 31st, 
2020 but has agreed, subject to the contemporaneous execution of an Asset Purchase Agreement 
between it and FEI, to continue those services through to completion of the sale transaction. The 
current contract includes an agreed schedule for installation costs and a $1.49 variable charge per 
gigajoule delivered and those charges will apply through the extension. 

As FEI and Stargas are agreed in principle on all the elements in the resolution of an APA, CMI 
expects to complete the sale of Stargas’ regulatory assets and operations on April 1st, 2021 (that, of 
course, subject to the approval of the BCUC). If, however, the parties do not reach agreement, Stargas 
would seek alternative technical services and in doing so, seek to acquire those services on a time and 
materials basis with a modest fixed monthly standby fee (to cover availability for make safe emergency 
response).  In that instance, Stargas would undertake to adjust its delivery rate to replace the $71,893 
included in the current revenue requirement, with actual costs and to refund savings, if any, by a 
reduction in the subsequent delivery rate application.   

I I 

I I 

-

I I I I -

l l 
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Administration: 
Professional fees: Stargas, will if continuing independent operation, will secure the services of 

KPMG to review its annual financial statement and prepare its corporate tax return for inclusion in its 
2021 annual report to the Commission, as well of secure the services of its corporate counsel to 
prepare and file its annual report to the corporate registrar. 

Insurance: The utility carries insurance on its equipment, commercial general liability (as 
required by the Resort) and directors & officers liability coverage at an annual cost estimated at $9,000 
(actual cost of the six-month renewal to October 31st, 2020 was $ 8,822 and for the fiscal year ending 
May 31, 2020 -$11,818).

Office and Sundries: Test year estimate - $20,659 ($20,601 in the fiscal year ended October 
31st, 2020). In addition to office consumables the account includes:

Bank charges: Stargas incurs an average of $500 monthly through the summer and shoulder 
seasons increasing to $650 monthly through November to March plus an annual credit 
review fee that, in the fiscal year ended May 31, 2020 was $500.  Bank charges in the fiscal 
year ended October 31, 2020 are estimated as $7,863 (includes 10 months actual). 
Sundries: Includes the utility’s annual contribution to Commission costs (currently $365 
quarterly), annual operating permit renewal ($165), website domain and maintenance costs 
($525), Telephone: 2/3 of Mr. Iles annual billing $704), Meter Reads: At $1 per meter per month 
($2 December) - $7,900 in test year. 

Office lease: $6,240; Stargas has not in prior years included office rent and related costs 
(utilities, property insurance and property tax) within its revenue requirement, but as found in 
BCUC Reconsideration of Order G-66-12 addressing another regulated utility it was determined 
as follows:

“Office Rent expense is approved in the amount of $5,500. Although office rent was not
originally contemplated as an expense for F2012, this is an example of where the Panel has 
attempted to normalize costs to provide a stable and predictable cost base which can be carried 
forward to obviate the need for repeated revenue requirements applications. The Panel finds 
Office Rent to be a cost which is reasonably necessary to operate a utility” (emphasis added).

Stargas hourly rate sought for administrative hours, as sought in the original application, was based on 
“third party” services as would include the individual’s compensation, mark-up and absorption of office 
costs not otherwise borne by the payee. In legislating the rate allowed for Stargas administrative 
services, the Commission referenced the hourly rate paid for administrative services within Superior 
Propane offices for a Clerk 1 (as opposed to that from a third party as was contemplated by Stargas so 
that costs (office rent, amortization of office equipment, etc.) would reflect as separate items within 
their determination of Superior Propane’s revenue requirement, while not similarly included in 
Stargas’ revenue requirement. 

Stargas considered only briefly acquiring square footage at the Resort but recognized that doing so 
would introduce costs not sensitive to the episodic and part-time nature of its management 
requirements. It did, however, determine that a lease of secondary office space (second story or 
similar) to accommodate a single 10 by 12 square foot office would have a cost approximating $520 
monthly (triple net charges included) and submits that amount equitable compensation for the 
offices maintained in each of Stargas management homes. 
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Management services: 

FortisBC Energy Inc.: Under its current contract, Stargas charged $4,500 monthly for the conversion of its 
meter reads to gigajoules and preparation and distribution of its monthly invoices to ratepayers. Stargas, 
in the extension provided by that firm to the date of its sale was unable to obtain a reduction in the 
monthly charge, nor could it, in the five-month period to completion of the sale, justify handling those 
tasks internally.  

CMI Holdings (1998) Inc.: Stargas submits that inclusion of a management fee payable to CMI Holdings 
(1998) Inc. of $66,743 in its test year determination of cost of service equitable to both ratepayer and to 
the service provider; that fee in addition to the $54,000 to be paid under contract to FortisBC Energy Inc.  

Background: CMI Holdings (1998) Inc., Stargas’ parent company and prior thereto, CMI’s subsidiary, 
Okanagan Funding Ltd. provides continuing administrative and management services to Stargas on an as 
required basis. These services provided to supplement those provided under contract from Fortis 
affiliates (currently FortisBC Energy Inc.). BCUC Order G-59-17 approved rates for four separate levels of 
service by CMI/Okanagan Funding and legislated the allowed hours and rates for each and in so doing 
established, for rate-making purposes, a management fee of $46,757 within the utility’s revenue 
requirement upon which a delivery rate of $5.77 per gigajoule was established. Stargas’ management 
asserted in reports to the Commission that given the draconian reduction in the costs from those 
incurred/approved in prior periods (stipulated absent any transitional provisions) that it could and 
would not responsibly maintain its operations within the Order’s time and rate constraints.  CMI 
recognized that while absorbing as necessary management costs beyond those approved, it would not, 
in the period to a further review of its required revenue, have an opportunity to generate a reasonable 
return to its investor. 

Stargas, with CMI’s concurrence, from June 1st, 2017 to May 31st, 2019 has to date recorded within its 
accounts only the $46,757 provided in G-59-17 while retaining detailed records on the hours necessary 
to professionally sustain its operations. Stargas, where possible, minimized optional activities in 
management time to mitigate costs incurred but unrecoverable.  In recording only the amount 
authorized in Order G-59-17, it then Stargas’ expectation that forward from its next delivery rate 
application that it would, with BCUC concurrence, restore hours and rates consistent with the equitable 
cost of managing the utility. In order to track costs incurred but unrecoverable in rates, Stargas recorded 
at approved rates, within rate classifications it asserts relevant to the work involved, what would have 
been the management fees in each of the two fiscal years ending May 31st, 2019.  

Stargas was advised in December 2018 that Fortis/its affiliates, effective with the termination of its 

current technical and administrative services contract on November 30th, 2019, would no longer 

supply technical nor administrative services past that date. While seeking to identify and contract 

alternatives to replace those services, CMI was to lead to enter discussions of a sale of its regulatory 

assets and operations to Fortis; that based upon, among other factors, the impact of Order G-59-17 

on the utility’s opportunity to provide equitable returns to its investor. Given the protracted 

negotiations (in part a consequence of the pandemic) Stargas, together with its buyer are working 

towards resolution of an Asset Purchase Agreement and further extension of its technical services 

contract that, with BUCU approval, would complete the sale on April 1st, 2021. Given the impact on 
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underlying costs in the commodity and in its cost of service, Stargas has prepared this and a 

companion Commodity Application to address rates forward from November 1st, 2020 so as to 

accommodate both the expected agreement on sale or should we fail to reach agreement, Stargas’ 

continued independent operations.      

The following table summarizes administrative costs incurred by Stargas to May 31st, 2020: 

CMI CMI CMI Fortis Admin

31-May Allowed Increment Total Total

2020* $46,757 $7,099 $53,856 $62,005 $115,861

2019 $46,757 $28,923 $75,680 $66,260 $141,940

2018 $46,757 $23,849 $70,606 $61,813 $132,419

2017 $84,000 $0 $84,000 $60,289 $144,289

2016 $81,800 $0 $81,800 $58,147 $139,947

2015 $79,915 $0 $79,915 $55,703 $135,618

*In its twelve months ended May 31st, 2020 Stargas neither prepared an annual report to the 

Commission nor filed a commodity rate application while sharply curtailing other than essential 

administrative services. It did, however, incur significant management costs related to its ongoing 

interface with the Commission and in the pursuit of alternative supply of technical services – all of these 

extraordinary costs are logged within Stargas’ current application in its request to establish a 2020 

Delivery Rate Regulatory Accounts. If and to the extent that any of the amounts deferred in Stargas’ 

accounts are not authorized, they will be transferred to, and included within management costs, 

incurred in the fiscal year ended October 31st, 2020.    

CMI Increment – 2018/2019; In the provision of management services in each of its fiscal years ending 

May 31, 2018 and 2019, the hours provided, as requisite to the maintenance of Stargas’ administrative 

responsibilities, at approved rates, exceeded that included in the utility’s revenue requirement and 

delivery rate in the amount of $52,772.   

Rationalization of Hours Approved/Sought within the Current Application: The following table 

summarizes the hours approved in BCUC Order G-59-17:  

Executive Accountant Bookkeeper Admin Total 

Current Authorization 

Review and supervision - monthly 12 34 

Expense recording and payment 0 82 

Invoice review/approval 0 72 

Reconcile bank and A/R ledger 0 72 

Month-end financial statement 36 

Admin - receipts, online/cc/cheque 200 

Admin – collection 57 

Enter read   report 60 

File updates/billing enquiries 62 

Email and phone message response 84 

- -

I I 

-- --- --- -- --
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Customer contact 69 

Contractor liaison 56 

Incident reports 20 

Monthly activities 12 36 226 642 916 

Marketing 24 

Annual Credit review 10 

Gas contracting /commodity 24 

Resort interface 16 

Financial Statement Preparation 0 10 

Annual Report Draft 0 16 

KPMG working papers 40 

Annual Report Review and edit 8 

Periodic activities 82 66 148 

Total Hours Approved in G-59-17 94 102 226 642 1,064 

The 1,064 hours approved resulted in a management fee (at the rates approved in the Order) as 

follows: 

Total Hours Approved in G-59-17 94 102 226 642 1,064 

Approved rates $144.26 $69.24 $46.16 $24.46 

Approved - Total $13,560 $7,062 $10,432 $15,703 $46,758

The following table prepared in 2018 in response to the Order, and is included here, as is a further 

analysis, to detail what Stargas submits was an oversimplification of the hours and tasks related to a 

newly established administrative category.  Stargas submits the following reclassifications warranted 

in the allocation of tasks within categories (notes follow describing the basis for each reclassification): 

Classification Changes  Notes Regulatory Executive Accountant Bookkeeper Admin Total 

Supervision 1 34  (34) 0 

Expense recording/payment 2 12 (12) 0 

Invoice review/approval 3 18 (18) 0 

Bank reconciliation 4 12 (12) 0 

Collection- tasked incorrectly 5 45  (45) 0 

Post reads/anomalies check 6 4 4  (8) 0 

File updates/billing enquiries 7 4  (4) 0 
Email & phone message 

response 8 6 12  (18) 0 

Customer contact 9 4 14 (18) 0 

Contractor liaison 10 8 16 (24) 0 

Incident reports 11 2 2 16  (20) 0 

2 66 103.0  (171) 0  

Adjusted - monthly activities 96 168 329 471 1,064 

Gas contracting /commodity 12 24  (24) 0  
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Financial Statement Prep 13 4  (4) 0  

Annual report 14 10  (10) 0  

Adjusted - periodic activities 24  (10) (14) 0  0  0  

Revised hours by category 24  86  154  329  471  1,064  

Notes: 

1. Included in the 642 administrative hours approved within G-59-17 were 34 hours described as 

“oversight” related to review and balancing of the work provided by the administrator; that that 

oversight be conducted at an elevated compensation level is, Stargas submits, fundamental. 

2. While Stargas accepts that bookkeeping function takes up much of the time necessary to recording 

and payment of operating and capital costs, the utility submits that oversight is typical to and a 

necessary internal control element in disbursement of corporate monies. Stargas construction 

invoices often include portions of amounts incurred beyond tariff levels that are to be re-billed to 

customers, monthly service invoices involve calculations based on underlying customer numbers’, 

inflation adjustments, etc. so that accounting time further justified in review and approval of 

bookkeeping efforts. 82 bookkeeping hours were approved in the expense recording/payment 

category; it consistent with effective internal controls in an organization that the cheque 

preparer’s work be reviewed with a second signatories review and approval – in this instance, as 

Mr. Murray Iles handles the initial steps in payments, Moe Blumes reviews and approves payments 

(the majority of which are processed electronically) and 12 hours reclassified to the accountant 

role. 

3. 72 bookkeeping hours were approved in the invoice review/approval category; Stargas to date, 

relies on a third party contractor in the translation of its meter reads to gigajoules and in the 

processing of invoices – while the routine in that processing structured to ensure amounts banked 

appear as credits to customers’, with the apparently inevitable number of monthly adjustments, it 

prudent (therefore necessary) that a second review  (1.5 hours monthly by the accountant) be 

conducted on the detail report itemizing the current billing and on the deposit and adjustment 

summaries. 

4. 72 bookkeeping hours were approved in the bank reconciliation category; continuing issues in 

identifying reconciling items within preparation of the monthly bank report often require 

accounting skills beyond those vested in administrative personnel. Stargas offers its ratepayers 

alternative methods of payment – payments made online are often grouped within the bank 

statement while identified independently in collection data and those, and similar inconsistencies 

arbitrate the reclassification of 12 hours to the accountant category. 

5. Included in the 642 approved administrative hours were 57 hours related to collection 

activities; Stargas, in the normal course, prompts ratepayer delinquencies from what can fairly 

be described as the administrator’s desk but often, remedial follow-up is required involving 

securing undertakings on payment from ratepayers, follow-up where those undertakings not 

adhered to, and in rare circumstances warnings of service termination, requirement for security 

deposits and relight costs. These latter tasks are not within the purview of a typical Clerk 1 skill 

level. Collection activities, Stargas submits should not have been delegated to the 

administrative level; while Mr. Iles handles the utility’s administrative functions, his historically 
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effective performance in securing full receipt of amounts billed ratepayers fairly compensated 

within the bookkeeping rate. Given the highly seasonal nature of Stargas cash flows, his 

collection duties relevant to minimizing the utility’s cost of operating funds. 

6. 5 hours monthly are provided the administrator to update process send and receive read sheets; 

Stargas, based on identified errors in the read sheets and in the follow up required on meter 

exchanges, malfunctioning meters, those requiring dig out (snow/ice accumulations) and numeric 

inconsistencies (latest read below previous) dictate allocation of 4 hours to each of the 

bookkeeping and accountant’s roles.  

7. Included in the 642 approved administrative hours were 62 hours on billing enquiries; there are, on 

occasion, issues requiring adjustment to an account and the 4 hours reclassified to the 

bookkeeping category accommodates that activity within the appropriate compensation level. 

8. Email and phone message response has 84 hours included in the administrative category when, 

issues identified in those processes, very often involve adjustments, further follow up and these 

typically involve review in and with Mr. Blumes (in his accountant’s role generally). 18 hours are 

reclassified, 12 to bookkeeping and 6 to accounting. 

9. Included in the 642 approved administrative hours were 69 hours related to customer contacts 

initiated by the utility to address ratepayer and prospective ratepayer enquiries on rates, riders, 

billing summaries, ownership changes and similar. As in other categories, the utility recognizes that 

the matters at hand do, on occasion, require the input of higher-level management. 

10. Contractor liaison: While the utility’s interface with its suppliers includes duties fairly lodged as 

administrative in assignation, a meaningful quantum of the time awarded to doing so, involves 

bringing to bear analysis and insights equivalent to higher rate categories. For example, in 

preparing an accounting for that months “unaccounted for gas” it necessary that the cut-off for 

billing purposes be compared with those taken for billing purposes to ensure grid integrity. Stargas 

re-allocates 24 of the 56 approved hours in this category (with 8 of those hours within the 

accountant category). 

11. Stargas submits as requisite to competent response to an incident, any incident, that the matter 

be addressed at bookkeeping and above levels within its management hierarchy and accordingly 

reclassifies all of the 20 hours included within the 642 approved administrative hours as 

reflected in the above tabulation. 

12. As discussed in Stargas’ review of applicable hourly rates, Stargas submits that activities related 

to maintaining market awareness in the development of commodity purchase plans and their 

execution ought, equitably be awarded a separate and higher rate regulatory category. 

13. Mr. Blumes, in his capacity as both the utility’s accountant and senior executive has and will 

continue to discharge the separate roles in the preparation of the utility’s annual financial 

statements and report to the Commission. Mr. Blumes submits that the allocation of hours as 

between the two roles in Order-59-17 fails to recognize the balance usual and appropriate to the 

varied roles. 

As reclassified based upon Stargas’ analysis following the issue of Order G-57-19, the hours allowed in 

the performance of monthly activities were as follows: 

Executive Accountant Bookkeeper Admin Total 

Monthly activities 12 36 226 642 916 
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Current evaluation of allocation of monthly activity hours by category: Stargas, aware of its need to 

validate whatever any subsequent increase in the time allotted to and allowing in the determination 

of its revenue requirement, carefully documented the actual hours taken in each of the ten months 

from November 2019 to August 2020. In the recording of time, Mr. Iles was careful to assess the 

allocation of time as between his time recorded as administrative and that fairly described as at the 

level of a bookkeeper. As well, the time charged within the accounting category was that incurred by 

Mr. M.A. Blumes, on tasks related to reconciliations of banks, accounts receivable as reflected in g/l 

and subledger, resolution of billing discrepancies, etc. that would be completed at a lower cost in the 

former’s office rather than in that of Mr. Iles.  

Actual 
hours Executive Accounting Bookkeeping Admin   Total 

Nov-19 0.5 10.0 26.0 56.5 93.0 

Dec-19 1.0 11.5 20.5 46.0 79.0 

Jan-20 1.0 17.5 11.5 46.0 76.0 

Feb-20 1.5 11.0 21.5 44.0 78.0 

Mar-20 1.0 14.0 19.5 54.0 88.5 

Apr-20 1.0 10.0 23.5 55.5 90.0 

May-20 3.5 12.5 16.5 40.0 72.5 

Jun-20 2.5 13.5 17.0 47.0 80.0 

Jul-20 1.5 13.0 20.0 40.5 75.0 

Aug-20 2.0 15.5 16.5 46.5 80.5 

15.5 128.5 192.5 476.0 812.5 

Average 1.6  12.9  19.3  47.6  81.3  

Annual  18.6 154.2 231.0 571.2 975.0 

As is evidenced in the actual allocation of hours within the current period, while there only a modest 

increase in the hours engaged in monthly routines (from 916 to 995 – 79 hours – a portion of which 

related to growth in the numbers of customers), the current analysis identifies a material variance as 

between the time allocated to “level 1” (as described in the Commission’s Reasons for Decision to 

Order-59-17) and those activities fairly categorized as bookkeeping. The distinction as between one 

and the other, the former tasks involving routines, with those where alternatives evident, 

discretion/judgement involved tasked to bookkeeping.  

Stargas has concerns with the hours authorized in G-57-19 within the executive category dedicated to 

non-recurring activity: 
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- It, perhaps, unexpected for management at the executive level to be engaged in addressing 

incidents; it is, however, to be recognized that when, for example, a commercial meter is 

sheared off by a snowplow and a hotel evacuated for several hours that executive time will be 

provided as was in that circumstance. In the last months, it determined that two meters 

monitoring consumption to a duplex had, from installation several years prior, been transposed 

so that the smaller unit over billed and the larger the reverse. Stargas executive time invested in 

recovering the lost revenue from its contractor (it limited to six months recovery from the one 

unit while refunding the full overpayment to the other). The time given to addressing matters of 

this sort is provided for by the acceptance of a “contingency” provision as described elsewhere 

herein. 

- Stargas’ senior executive, in other circumstances, would not be expected to play a significant 

role in the preparation of the utility’s financial statements. Mr. Blumes, however, able to 

provide KPMG a complete working paper file and draft financial statements with appended 

notes subject only to minor tweaking in finalizing those. It certain, that were Mr. Blumes to 

restrict his involvement to that typically engaged by a senior executive in the preparation of its 

report to the Commission and the financial statements included therein, they would, most 

assuredly be an increase in KPMG’s billing resulting in an increase beyond the amount allowed 

Stargas recognizing Mr. Blumes’ extensive accounting background.    

In summary, Stargas submits as the hours required to effectively manage the utility are but 40 hours 

beyond the 1,064 hours approved in BCUC Order G-59-17; there are, however, significant variants 

required in the responsibilities discharged under each of the rate categories. It to be noted, that 

Stargas, nor its parent, have within their offices a row of desks, with the skill sets at each stepped to 

accommodate allocation of the tasks in accord with underlying salary costs. It is to be noted that Mr. 

Blumes will, from time to time, handle tasks within each of the levels, and that Mr. Iles, at times will 

be required to address executive level matters while dispatching duties within each of the 

bookkeeping and administrative categories. Neither of the two are full-time employees nor is their 

engagement in Stargas activities restricted to a Monday to Friday 9 to 5 schedule. The utility services 

customers from several of Canada’s provinces, several U.S. states, the United Kingdom and Australia 

so that it not unusual to address ratepayer matters at times outside of usual parameters. Stargas, 

should it continue in independent operations, will accept additional administrative responsibilities 

(billings & read conversion - tasks currently handled by Fortis) but in doing so, would expect to have 

the Commission acknowledge that the very nature of its continued independent operations when 

contrasted with other utilities of significantly wider talent pools warrants judgements specific to 

Stargas.  

Stargas’ current management fee submission is based upon the following categories/hours (Stargas 

accepts the hours approved for periodic activities with only modest reclassifications as were 

contemplated in its 2019 review of same:  

Regulatory Executive Accounting Bookkeeping Administration Totals 

Monthly routines (current actual) 23 170 231 571 995 

Eliminate contingency* 96% 1 7 9 23 40 

Hours required -monthly activities 22 164 222 548 956 
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Marketing 24 

Annual Credit review 10 

Gas contracting /commodity 24 

Resort interface 16 

Financial Statement Preparation 4 6 

Annual Report Draft 10 6 

KPMG working papers 40 

Annual Report Review and edit 8 

Periodic activities 24 72 52 148 

Hours required 24 94 216 222 548 1,104 

Management Rates: In addition to inflationary increases in line with movements in BC’s CPI (as have 

been previously approved) Stargas seeks, as equitable, approval to establish two additional rate 

categories within its annual management fee structure as follows:

Stargas submits as equitable the additions of two additional rate categories as follows: 
i. Executive - Regulatory/Gas contracting: 
ii. Annual Retainer 

If approved as submitted, Stargas, its management, would operate under the following 
categories/rates per hour: 

a. Executive – Regulatory $225.00 
b. Executive – currently approved $144.26 plus CPI adjustment to $155.30. 
c. Accounting – currently approved $69.24 plus CPI adjustment to $74.54. 
d. Bookkeeping - currently approved $46.16 plus CPI adjustment to$49.69. 
e. Administrative – currently approved $24.46 plus CPI adjustment to $26.33 and 

further, value increment of $2.67 (as discussed below) to $29.00. 
f. Retainer $1,200 fixed annual fee 

Rates per category BC CPI Executive Accounting 
Bookkeepin

g 
Administratio

n* 

As originally authorized 112.7 $132.50 $63.60 $42.40 n/a 

As currently authorized 122.7 $144.26 $69.24 $46.16 $24.46 

As at July 2020 132.1 $155.30 $74.54 $49.69 $26.33   

*Stargas, as described below seeks an increase in the administrative rate from the inflation adjusted 

$26.33 to $29.00. 

Executive - Regulatory: Mr. Blumes $225.00 per hour; Stargas submits that time awarded to the 

utility’s interface with the BCUC based upon Mr. Blumes’ now over twenty plus years’ experience in 

the regulatory environment and extensive professional background be authorized at $225.00 per 

hour. Stargas notes that Mr. Blumes’ time on regulatory matters (other than time in the utility’s 

annual commodity price application) is adjudicated for inclusion in a regulatory account or similar 

recovery mechanic in whatever the application before the Commission. 
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Mr. Blumes CPA, as a former KPMG partner, with proven business acumen (co-creator/founder of Mark’s 

Work Wearhouse, successful career in venture capital that included assuming financial control of Silver Star 

Mountain Resort when it in financial difficulty and with meaningful service to the accounting profession - 

three years on the Accounting Standard’s Board and nine years on the Institutes Emerging Issues 

Committee) would command in other circumstances, hourly rates well in excess of those sought. The 

Commission, in an earlier decision stipulated an Inflation adjusted executive rate for services provided by 

Mr. Blumes and that accepted and reflected by Stargas with respect to continuing executive time – doing so, 

however, Stargas submits not equitable with respect to time incurred in the preparation, filing and review of 

Applications before the Commission. Mr. Blumes has now, over twenty years of interaction with the 

Commission on regulatory matters. Stargas notes that Stargas’ earlier application sought 35 hours in respect 

of gas purchase planning and execution that was reduced to 24 hours in G-59-17. While hours/rates per 

hour distinct measures, Stargas submits narrowing the time allowed in the category fairly offset by the 

requested rate increase. 

Administrative – Stargas submits that its proposed hourly rate for administrative services of $29.00 per 

hour warranted based upon the personnel constraints within it; Stargas can’t economically employ a full-

time employee in the category nor would it be practical to outsource administrative duties based on 

meeting the needs of ratepayers. Ratepayer and/or supplier queries, whether by phone, email or text are a 

regular occurrence and those occur on a twenty-four-hour, seven day a week time frame. Our 

administrator acts as a clearing house and while, in many instances will address/solve whatever the issue, 

will often need to draw on bookkeeping, accounting, or executive services. The role demands an 

understanding of all elements in the utility’s operation, an ability to instill confidence and respect for 

Stargas processes/professionalism and a commitment to timely and complete satisfaction of whatever the 

issue. That role is carried out by Mr. Murray Iles – his knowledge of our ratepayers and suppliers, our billing 

and collection routines, safety concerns, coupled with his commitment to professionalism is routinely 

lauded in ratepayer responses. 

In Appendix A to Order G-59-17, in setting the current rate it stated as follows “... a rate of $24.46 ... for 

billing/pricing administrative and auxiliary services task performed by Superior Propane, which the panel 

considers virtually identical to the majority (emphasis added) of the tasks involved at administration at 

Stargas”. Stargas suggests that the Clerk 1 administrator at Superior has tasks referred to him/her by 

receptionist and or supervisor both of whom included within its cost of service; Mr. Iles is both reception 

and supervisor in Stargas’ management structure and is deserving of an incremental inclusion in its rate 

structure. Stargas notes that Mr. Iles time awarded these duties is called upon in irregular hours. Stargas 

submits that the increase of $2.67 sought is consistent with the nature of the role discharged by Mr. Iles in 

the conduct of his activities on behalf of ratepayers and suppliers. 

Retainer – Independent Energy Consultants: Retainer - $1,200 ($100 monthly): Stargas has asked and Mr. 

Ken Fuhr (Independent Energy Consultants Ltd. “IEC”) has agreed to serve on the company’s Board of 

Directors and while continuing to assist Stargas in the development of its annual forward planning and 

execution of commodity acquisition strategies will provide additional support in all aspects of the utility’s 

operations. IEC is paid four cents ($.04) per gigajoule by our commodity supplier; that cost included in 
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commodity costs (a relatively modest $1,857 in the fiscal year ended May 31, 2019 and $1,813 May 31, 

2018). 

Contingency: Stargas, in Order G-59-17 was denied the inclusion of a gross up of approved hours/rates 

by 4% to cover contingencies. The Commission excluded its inclusion citing “it is uncommon for the 

Commission to approve contingencies that are well within management control or ability to forecast” 

and noted that “if Stargas experiences adverse events that incur costs it believes should be recoverable 

from ratepayers, it may submit a further application for these specific costs” (emphasis added). Stargas 

notes that costs in preparing and resolving a further application, unless in respect of a material 

unanticipated cost (e.g. the line break resulting in Order G-159-18) would be additive to the damages 

and result in a greater cost to ratepayers if approved for recovery or to Stargas management if not 

approved. Stargas was to seek recovery of damages to its line at a construction site (our contractor 

failing to report a November 2018 incident until March of 2019) and while successful in recovering the 

amount necessary to satisfy repair costs levied by its contractor, it unable to recover $2,000 plus of 

management time and expenses incurred in pursuing that recovery. Stargas notes that the existence of 

a contingency would obviate what surely would be the greater cost of securing recovery of minor but 

unforeseen incident costs by a “further application” and submits that its experience in handling 

unforeseen events when contrasted against its rigorously narrowed management fees warrant a 

modest ($2,521) contingency.  

Conclusion: Stargas submits that it has faithfully recorded the hours expended in the conduct of its activities 

from its formation over twenty years ago; the analyses presented in the current application, Stargas asserts 

accurately distills the needs of the utility so that the hours and rates sought, as reflected in the following 

table, requisite to the provision of essential services to ratepayers, suppliers and the Commission.      

CMI Management fee: 

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Total

Administrative 54.5 54.5 54.5 54.5 45.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 43.0 45.0 548.0

Bookkeeping 19.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 18.5 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.5 20.0 19.0 222.0

Accounting 37.0 26.0 16.0 16.0 13.5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 32.5 216.0

Executive 13.0 19.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 94.0

Regulatory 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0 13.0 6.0 24.0

Total Hours 123.5 119.5 97.5 95.5 82.0 73.0 77.0 72.0 73.0 81.5 99.0 110.5 1,104.0

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Total

Administrative $1,581 $1,581 $1,581 $1,581 $1,305 $1,160 $1,160 $1,131 $1,131 $1,131 $1,247 $1,305 $15,892 

Bookkeeping $944 $994 $994 $994 $919 $845 $845 $845 $845 $870 $994 $944 $11,031 

Accounting $2,758 $1,938 $1,193 $1,193 $1,006 $894 $894 $894 $894 $894 $1,118 $2,423 $16,101 

Executive $2,019 $2,951 $1,087 $777 $777 $621 $1,242 $621 $777 $1,242 $1,242 $1,242 $14,598 

Regulatory $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,125 $2,925 $1,350 $5,400 

$7,301 $7,463 $4,854 $4,543 $4,007 $3,520 $4,142 $3,491 $3,647 $5,262 $7,526 $7,264 $63,022 

IEC Ltd. $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $100 $1,200 

Contingency $292 $299 $194 $182 $160 $141 $166 $140 $146 $210 $301 $291 $2,521 

Total $7,694 $7,862 $5,148 $4,825 $4,267 $3,761 $4,407 $3,731 $3,893 $5,573 $7,927 $7,655 $66,743 
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Details of the tasks within each of the categories follows:  

Administrative Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Total

Deposits 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 20.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 20.0 20.0 246.0

Collection 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 12.0

Reads 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 52.0

Ratepayer enquiries 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 64.0
Messages - file 
management 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 12.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 12.0 142.0

Supplier liaison 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.0 32.0

Monthly routines 54.5 54.5 54.5 54.5 45.0 40.0 40.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 43.0 45.0 548.0

Bookkeeping

Monthly expense 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 57.5

Billing review 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 54.0

Revenue reporting 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 43.0

Read report 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 9.5

Collection 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 24.0

Oversight 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.0 34.0

19.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 18.5 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.0 17.5 20.0 19.0 222.0

Accounting

Expenses 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 15.0

Billing review 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 36.0

Reconcile bank, A/R 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.0 36.0

Liaison with Supplier 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.5 1.5 12.0

Incidents 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0

Month -end financials 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.5 63.0

Monthly routines 15.0 15.0 16.0 16.0 13.5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 14.0 14.5 164.0

Annual Report

Financial Statement prep 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 6.0

Annual Report draft 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 6.0

Work papers for KPMG 18.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.0 40.0

22.0 11.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 18.0 52.0

37.0 26.0 16.0 16.0 13.5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0 15.0 32.5 216.0

Executive

Supervision - monthly 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 22.0

Other Functions

Marketing  2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 24.0

Credit/Cash management 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 10.0

Incident - follow up 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0

Interface with Resort 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 16.0

Annual Report

Statement preparation 0.0 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.0

Drafts 6.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0

Finalize 0.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0
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11.0 17.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 6.5 2.5 3.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 72.0

Total executive 13.0 19.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 8.0 4.0 5.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 94.0

Regulatory

Gas Contracting/ rates 5.0 13.0 6.0 24.0

Other Inclusions - Stargas’ Revenue Requirement: 

Amortization: Stargas continues to amortize its distribution grid over 40 years, and has, from November 
1st, 2019, amortized its investment in its safety initiative over 10 years. Stargas, effective with the 
November 1st, 2020 will commence amortization of its investment in billing software over 5 years. 

Catch-up Dividend: Stargas, pursuant to BCUC Order G-157-12 includes $6,794 in its revenue 
requirement, to over twenty years recover dividends approved by unpaid in its 2002-2006 fiscal years. 

Basic Charges: Stargas monthly billings include monthly administrative charges to each of its customers 
of $15 to its residential customers, $25 to its small commercial customers and $100 to its six large 
commercial customers. The test year forecast includes the current $6,120 billed monthly plus, from 
December 1st, 2020 a further $225 monthly related to the customers added in the current construction 
season. 

Sundry Income: The utility generates these amounts in the levy of administrative fees of $50 on the 
transfers of ownership, commissions on its remittances of provincial sales taxes, and interest charged 
customers on late or deficient payments.  

Income Tax: Stargas, as a private enterprise, qualifies for a small business deduction and accordingly, 
pays tax at 12%. Stargas changed its taxation fiscal year from May 31 to October 31 to coincide with its 
gas contracting and regulatory timetable. Its fiscal year ended tax return and those prior confirmed by 
the Canada Revenue Agency as assessed as filed. 

This space intentionally left blank 
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Capital Structure: 

The following table summarizes Stargas’ capital assets and Rate base for the periods indicated: 

sale date 

Rate Base 31-May-19 Additions 31-May-20 Additions 31-Oct-20 Additions 31-Oct-21 31-Mar-21 

Distribution Grid 

Capital cost $692,339 $32,315 $724,626 $26,400 $751,054 $22,000 $773,054 $751,054 

Amortization 278,949 17,779 296,728 7,211 303,939 18,776 322,715 311,743 

413,390 14,536 427,898 19,189 447,086 3,224 450,339 439,311 

Safety initiative  

Capital cost 16,136 11,372 27,508 2,500 30,009 0 30,009 30,009 

Amortization 0 0 0 3,000 3,000 3,000 6,000 4,250 

16,136 11,372 27,508 (500) 27,009 (3,000) 24,009 25,759 

Remediation 0 6,428 6,428 2,282 8,710 0 8,710 8,710 

Billing/Read software 4,245 3,128 7,373 0 7,373 0 7,373 7,373 

Amortization 0 1,475 1,475 (615) 

4,245 3,128 7,373 0 7,373 (1,475) 5,898 6,758 

Total capital cost 433,771 35,464 469,207 20,971 490,178 (1,251) 488,956 480,538 

Working capital allowance 49,065 58,526 54,225 54,225 54,225 

Rate Base $482,836 $527,733 $544,403   $543,181 $534,763 

Mid Year Rate Base $505,285 $536,068 $543,792 

Forecast data for the five months ended October 31, 2020 include three months actual results and 
capital costs based upon committed expenditures through the relevant period. Stargas’ forecast for the 
test year ended October 31st, 2021 is based upon its planned course of action for the period covered 
given management’s judgement as to the most probable set of circumstances. 

Schedules detailing the changes in each of the account are provided elsewhere herein (pages 19 to 24). 

Return on equity: Under BCUC Order G-59-17, Stargas adopted conventional methodologies with 
respect to the determination of its allowed returns with the allocation 57.5% debt and 42.5% equity 
with the latter awarded a 75-basis point premium to the current BCUC benchmark of 8.75%.  
Allowed return on equity, for the test year is as follows: 

$543,792 x 42.5% = 231,112 upon which a return of 9.5% = $21,956 

As noted in its May 31st, 2019 annual report to the Commission, Stargas determined that it could best 
conform to the conventional model adopted in BCUC Order G-59-17 by redeeming preferred/issuing 
preferred shares on an annual basis, such that the value of the issued and outstanding common and 
preferred shares would stand as a proxy for the approved equity component in the utility’s approved 
rate base. Accordingly, Stargas, for regulatory purposes reflects its preferred share investment as 
$231,000 with a corresponding $69,000 increase in its investor’s loans. 
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October 31st, 2020 CMI Holdings (1998) Inc. will have the invested the following amounts in Stargas:   

31-Oct-20 Conforming As Recast

CMI Holdings (1998) Inc. conversion

Shareholder loans $157,000 $69,000 $225,000

Common shares 1,000 $1,000

Preferred shares 300,000 (69,000) $231,000

$458,000 $0 $457,000

Stargas projects interest costs in the test year as follows:  

Interest costs - test year 

Term loan $3,785  

Shareholder's loan 9,866 

Operating facility 5,447 

19,098 

Interest on denied costs  1,221 

Interest charged - regulatory 
accounts

1,397 

Interest charged on late payments 2,875 

5,493 

Net projected interest expense $13,605  

As described in its annual report to the Commission, Stargas withheld payment of dividends on its 
preferred shares (its allowed return on equity) to eliminate the deficit that from implementation of G-
59-17 had resulted in interest costs incurred beyond that allowed recovery from its ratepayers. Stargas’ 
interest recovery included in its revenue requirement is calculated as follows (based upon the precedent 
in the earlier decision – Table 14 of Appendix A).  

Avg 
outstanding Rate Weight WACD 

Bank Debt - operating $159,901 3.70% 32.16% 1.19% 

Bank Debt - term $110,310 3.70% 22.19% 0.82% 

Shareholder loans $227,000 4.70% 45.65% 2.15% 

$497,211 4.16% 

Accordingly, Stargas’ inclusion in revenue requirement, based on its debt portion of rate base (57.5% of    
$543,792  = $312,680 at 4.16% = $12,997 
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Working Capital Allowance: 

Daily A/R Days Gas  

 Revenue Average 
Month 
End Outstanding Costs 

Nov-20 $64,706 $2,157 $56,235 26.1 $29,409 

Dec-20 $99,689 3,216 $90,809 28.2 $43,377 

Jan-21 $100,906 3,255 $141,383 43.4 $44,239 

Feb-21 $95,417 3,408 $153,021 44.9 $42,104 

Mar-21 $74,072 2,389 $148,494 62.1 $33,798 

Apr-21 $49,680 1,656 $120,930 73.0 $22,005 

May-21 $33,825 1,091 $84,950 77.9 $16,690 

Jun-21 $24,678 823 $57,950 70.4 $13,624 

Jul-21 $22,239 717 $41,125 57.3 $12,806 

Aug-21 $22,239 717 $34,713 48.4 $12,806 

Sep-21 $33,825 1,128 $33,431 29.6 $16,690 

Oct-21 $50,899 1,642 $47,646 29.0 $22,414 

$672,176 49.2 $309,962 

Days Test Year Daily O/S  
Gas cost 
recoveries 49.3  $366,979 $1,005 $49,610 

Accounts payable 

     - FortisBC 25 ($134,537) ($369) ($9,215) 

     - Shell 20 ($175,425) ($481) ($9,612) 

($309,962) ($849) ($18,827) 

$30,783  

Non- gas expenditures 

Operations $71,893 

Professional fees           7,225  

Office and sundry         20,601  

Insurance         11,588  

Office lease           6,240  

Management fees         66,743  

Income tax           3,251  

$187,540 

BCUC allowed  1/8 $23,442  

Working capital allowance $54,225  
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Details of Changes in Capital Accounts: Distribution Grid: 

2019 Installations 

Contractor invoice # #90227400 #90230662 #90230662 

Service Address September October  November FAES Billed  

9/27/2019 10/12/2019 10/12/2019 Costs Ratepayer Capex 

530 Arnica Lane $1,700  $0  $0  $1,700  $1,700  

119 Silverlode Lane 1,500  0  0  1,500  1,500  

9866 Pinnacles 450  0  0  450  450  

9811 Silverstar Rd 1,500  0  0  1,500  1,500  

9968 Purcell 1,700  0  0  1,700  1,700  

#2 560 Monashee 925  0  0  925  925  

#1 560 Monashee 925  0  0  925  925  

115 Silverlode Lane 1,700  0  0  1,700  1,700  

370 Monkshead 1,700  0  0  1,700  1,700  

9910 Pinnacles 0  5,767  5,767  5,767  0  

9944 Cathedral 1,075  0  1,075  1,075  

9946 Cathedral  1,075  0  1,075  1,075  

460 Arnica 0  1,700  1,700  1,700  

830 Monashee 0  0  1,700  1,700  1,700  

615 Monashee 850  0  1,700  2,550  850  1,700  

400 Arnica Lane 0  1,700  1,700  1,700  

123 Silver Lode Lane 0  1,700  1,700  1,700  

215 Odin Road 0  900  900  900  

175 Valerian 1,700  1,700  1,700  

365 Silver Queen 0  0  1,700  1,700  0  1,700  

410 Monashee 0  0  1,700  1,700  1,700  

Other 28  

16,800  11,767  6,800  35,395  6,617  28,778  

Stargas Markup* 1,680  1,177  680  3,537  3,537  

$18,480  $12,944  $7,480  $38,932  $6,617  $32,315  

*BCUC Order G-118-05 

2020 Installations 

Service Address September October  FAES Billed  

9/27/2019 10/12/2019 Costs Ratepayer Capex 

183-A Monashee $675  $675  $675  

183-B Monashee 675 675 $675  

185-A Monashee 675 675 $675  

185-B Monashee 675 675 $675  
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550 Arnica Lane 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

9976 Purcell 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

subtotal 2,700 3,400 0 6,100 0 6,100 

previous page 2,700 3,400 0 6,100 0 6,100 

205 Odin Road 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

9842 Cathedral 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

9934 Cathedral 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

260 Monashee 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

185 Valerian 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

410 Arnica 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

5 Cathedral 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

185 Silver Queen 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

9935 Cathedral 2,150 2,150 $2,150  

160 Monashee 450 450 $450  

9849 Cathedral 1,700 1,700 $1,700  

4,400  19,600  0  24,000  0  24,000  

Stargas Markup* 440  1,960  2,400  2,400  

$4,840  $21,560  $0  $26,400  $0  $26,400  

*BCUC Order G-118-05 

2021 Installations October  

Installs 

Current estimate $20,000 

Stargas Markup * $2,000 

To October 31, 2021 $22,000 

Details of Changes in Capital Accounts: Safety Initiative: 
Cost incurred summarized as 
follows: Notes 

FAES meter survey 1 $2,134  

FAES mapping update 2 19,500  

Paid meter reader - initial survey 594  

Costs recovered from homeowner (272) 

Stargas management personnel 3 5,553  

Meter Relocation (awaiting invoices) 4 2,500  Completed July 2020  

$30,009  

Notes:  
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1. Unprecedented snow falls in fiscal 2018 caused two-line breaks and led to the utility, 
aided by Resort staff conducting a review of all Stargas meters and, where necessary, to 
take remedial action. Stargas commissioned its service provided (FAES) to conduct a 
review of 72 meters identified as potentially at peril and communicated with property 
owners to ensure the safety issue addressed at each. 

2. Following the determination that a line break in Stargas’ grid resulted from a breakdown 
in then existing line locate protocols, FAES was contracted to complete its mapping and 
to update its format (digitize) to conform line locates within the Stargas service area to 
those throughout the province. 

3. Stargas management time coordinated the project, including communications with each 
of 72 ratepayers; the time/amounts substantiated in extracts of its time logs presented 
below. 

4. Two meters whose locations were determined to be unsafe were provided snow 
shelters’ and relocated in the 2020 construction season.   

Executive rate $144.26 

13-Jun-18 Email to S re o/s items   1.00 

11-Jul-18 Conversation DS - meters & possible mapping upgrade  1.75 

2.75 

$396.72 $396.72 

3-Aug-18 Letters to ratepayers 1.0 

4-Aug-18 Mapping upgrade 3.5 

11-Aug-18 Safety emails/letters 3.75 

8.25 

$1,190.15 $1,190.15 

9-Sep-18 Safety initiative, emails, phone & letters 1.00 

10-Sep-18 Safety initiative, emails, phone & letters 1.00 

10-Sep-18 Mapping/digitize 2.00 

11-Sep-18 Safety initiative, emails, phone & letters 1.50 

12-Sep-18 Safety initiative, emails, phone & letters 2.50 

13-Sep-18 Safety initiative - re Creekside/9858 & 9839 Pinnacles 2.00 

14-Sep-18 Safety initiative, follow up 1.00 

11.00 

$1,586.86 $1,586.86 

17-Sep-18 Safety initiative status report  1.50 

23-Sep-18 Safety initiative - follow up 2.75 

2-Oct-18 Enquiries, follow up on Cr meter relocation 0.75 

5-Oct-18 Safety initiative - open items  2.50 

7-Oct-18 Wrap up safe initiative - four open items  3.50 

11-Nov-18 Safety initiative - finalize files to next spring 0.75 

11.75 

$1,730.09 $1,730.09 

22-May-19 Address failed meter location issues (2) 1.75 

24-May-19 Follow up/distribute maps 2.75 
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4.5 

$649.17 $649.17 

$5,552.98 

Details of Changes in Capital Accounts: Remediation: September 19th, 2019 FEI raised, in the 
conduct of their due diligence, an issue with respect to parcels of Crown land requiring 
remediation. Stargas undertook acquisition of the necessary crown leases on the understanding 
that its costs would be included within its rate base and in the valuation upon which the sale of 
Stargas regulatory assets and operations would be concluded. In its formation, from 
incorporation to date, Fortis subsidiaries and affiliates have under contract provided all the 
technical aspects of the construction, operation and maintenance of the Silver Star Mountain 
Resort distribution system undertaking to do so in accordance with industry standards utilizing 
qualified personnel. Except for defects, if any, on the then existing propane grid converted to 
natural gas in the initial construction, remediation costs are, pursuant to the undertakings in 
those contract(s), the responsibility of the supplier of services under each of the contracts. 

 Stargas secured the services of its legal firm, and laterally those of Ms. Psyche Brown, an 
independent consultant with relevant experience in dealing with BC lands issues. Costs incurred 
to date on Crown lease acquisition, the utility’s interface with Resort management (their support 
of Crown Land remedies important and lead to an agreement under which the Resort supported 
Stargas’ application) are summarized as follows:  

Costs incurred  31-May-20 31-Oct-20 Total 

Crown lease: 

Ministry of Finance - application fee $1,050.00 $1,050.00  

Ministry of Finance - license of occupation $741.13 741.13 

Davidson Lawyer's LLP 2,086.50 2,086.50 

Psyche Brown (Consultant) 1,000.50 1,325.00  2,325.50 

Stargas management 2,291.29 216.00  2,507.29 

$6,428.29 $2,282.13 $8,710.42 

Stargas Management Accounting Executive 31-May-20 31-Oct-20 

Rate $69.24 $144.26 

Initial contact Ms. Brown 1 

Needs assessment - Crown lease 2.5 

Engagement letter and summary of prior progress 1.5 

Identify; establish cost pool for remediation 0.5 

Review, account for costs to date 1 0.5 

File application Crown lease  1 0.5 

Review B. B. op manager requirements for support 1.5 

Conversation/notes PB 1.5 3 

Review second BB response re Resort requirements 1 1.5 

Summarize costs/ draft progress to date/ Resort agreement 2 0.5 

To May 31, 2020 7.0 12.5 $2,291.29 

Agreement with Resort (finalize) 1.5 $216.00 
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To October 31, 2020 7.0 14 5 

$2,291.29 $216.00 

On July 17, 2020, received and has finalized a 2-year License of Occupation from the Province of British 

Columbia providing for access to its gas lines on Crown land within the Controlled Recreation Area of 

Silver Star Mountain Resort, as follows: 

“To occupy the land only for the purposes of excavating for, constructing, operating, removing, 

replacing, reconstructing, repairing and safeguarding the Improvements necessary for natural gas 

distribution pipeline and for telecommunications equipment necessary for the operations of such 

Improvements…” 

Within the two-year period of the License, Stargas will complete a survey (estimated at a cost of 

$20,000) and thereafter will be granted a Statutory Right of Way in perpetuity over the gas lines. 

Stargas will, if its sale does not complete, commence amortization of its remediation costs over 
ten years starting following completion of the survey when all costs determined. 

Details of Changes in Capital Accounts: Read Conversion and Billing Software: Stargas 
preparatory to the termination of administrative services provided by Fortis Alternate Energy Inc. 
(initially scheduled to terminate November 30th, 2019) developed internal software to covert 
meter reads to gigajoules and to prepare monthly ratepayer invoices forward from that date. In 
contemplation of the sale of its regulatory assets and operations, administrative services were 
extended with FortisBC Energy, Inc. initially to May 31st, 2020 and laterally to October 31st, 2020. 

Stargas contracted F1 Computer Services to collaborate with its management to develop the 
software and was paid $4,521; management hours at a cost of $2,852 were incurred in the 
development and testing of the system.  

Stargas considered the project an imperative as completion of the sale uncertain as continued 
operation of the utility under its current ownership remains a possibility. The software is to be 
amortized over 60 months commencing November 1st, 2020. 

Management time logs follow: 

Admin Accounting Executive 

$24.46 $69.24 $144.26 

18-Nov-18 Contemplate replacement billing 1.00 

19-Nov-18 Discussion F1 re new system 1.00 0.25 

20-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 2.00 

21-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 1.50 

22-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 0.75 

24-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 2.50 

26-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 1.00 

28-Nov-18 Customer file compilation 1.75 1.00 
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4-Dec-18 Customer file compilation 1.00 

5-Dec-18 Customer file compilation 1.50 

17-Dec-18 Master file update 0.75 

18-Dec-18 F1 computer on possible delta conversion to gigajoules 1.00 1.00 

30-Dec-18 F1 computer on possible delta conversion to gigajoules 2.00 1.25 

12-Feb-19 Read sheet - route versus data entry 0.75 

12.75 5.00 4.25 

$311.87 $346.20 $613.11 $1,271.17 

7-Mar-19 Review billing format 3.00 2.00 

9-Mar-19 Discuss revisions F1 2.25 1.75 

3.00 4.25 1.75 

$73.38 $294.27 $252.46 $620.11 

2-Apr-19 Test run billing  2.50 3.00 1.50 

6-Apr-19 Test run billing - review with F1 2.00 1.00 

9-Apr-19 Test run billing - 2nd pass 1.75 0.50 

2.50 6.75 3.00 

$61.15 $467.37 $432.78 $961.30 

$2,852.58 

Stargas Utilities Ltd. 
2020 Application 

Regulatory Accounts & BCUC mandated inclusions in Stargas’ Revenue Requirement 

Introduction: Seeks resolution of the principal amount of each of six balances (four in Regulatory 
accounts and two as approved for recovery by inclusion in the utility’s revenue requirement). While not, 
at this time, seeking determination of the mechanism for recovery of approved balances, each of Stargas 
and its purchaser will require confirmation that the amounts claimed have been vetted and approved by 
the BCUC.  

1. Approved 2017 Regulatory Account to Amend Rate Schedule and Accounting for Installation 

Costs 

Stargas, was by BCUC Order G-161-17, allowed to establish a Regulatory Account to cover a change to its 
rate schedule to include installation costs in rate-base rather than charging those to ratepayers. Stargas 
was allowed recovery of $9,395 over sixty months, or until settled and the following table reflects 
activity November 7th, 2019 to October 31, 2021 (forecast from May 31st, to October 31st, 2021). 
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Rate Recoverable

$0.0530 Amount Charge Interest Balance

BCUC Order -164-17 Deliveries

Installation costs Rate Rider $9,395 $1,929 $338 $7,804

To May 31, 2019 $7,804 $2,432 $495 $5,867

To May 31, 2020 $5,867 $2,590 $407 $3,684

To October 31, 2020 (forecast) 10,094.1 $3,684 $535 $106 $3,255

To March 31, 2021 (forecast) 32,800.0 $3,255 $1,738 $75 $1,591

To October 31, 2021 (forecast) 15,450.0 $1,591 $819 $50 $823

Test year forecast 48,250.0 $3,255 $2,557 $125 $823

2. Approved BCUC Order G-157-12 to Recover, by inclusion the Utilities revenue requirement, 

dividends accrued but unpaid in Stargas’ fiscal years 2002-2006 

BCUC Order G-157-12 authorized Stargas to, in twenty annual payments, to recover dividends accrued 

on the Company’s preferred shares but unpaid in the utility’s fiscal years 2002-2006 aggregating 

$135,887. The Order authorized the utility to include the annual dividend of $6,794 in its revenue 

requirement/delivery price. May 31, 2020, 12 annual payments remain to be paid ($81,528) and further 

partial payments will be made on October 31, 2020 of $2,831 and in advance of the sale closing – a 

further 5 months/$2,831 to leave a balance of $75,866 if, as scheduled the transaction to close April 1st, 

2021 based on values reported March 31st, 2021. 

Because the Commission’s Order did not authorize the accrual of interest on the amounts to be 

recovered, the value of the amount receivable from ratepayers is discounted at the utility’s weighted 

average cost of debt (currently 4.16%) as follows: 

Discounted value October 31st, 2020: 

October 31, 2020 Rate Payment Payment Total 

Recovery - yearly $6,794  11 
 7 

months 

Balance outstanding $3,257  4.16% $74,734 $3,969  $78,703 

Present value $59,008 $2,337  $61,345

Discounted value March 31st, 2021 

March 31, 2021 
Face 

Amount Discount Annual Final  

Rate Payment Payment Total 

Recovery - yearly $6,794  11 
2 

months 

Balance outstanding $75,872 4.16% $74,734 $1,138  $75,872

Present value $59,008 $670  $59,678

-----------·-
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3. Approved 2018 Regulatory Account to Cover Incident Shortfall - subject to confirmation of 

costs and method of recovery:  

Stargas, was by BCUC Order G-159-18, allowed to establish a Regulatory Account to cover an Incident 
Shortfall and to accrue interest at its weighted average cost of capital on costs incurred; the Order 
deferred the review and approval of the costs incurred and the method of the recovery mechanism to a 
future Application. Stargas seeks herein, to establish the costs allowed as recoverable, but as the sale of 
its regulatory assets and operations is to close April 1, 2021, will seek to establish the mechanism for 
recovery of those costs only if the sale transaction fails to complete. 

BCUC Order G-159-18 included a request for additional information on both the costs claimed and the 
mechanism for recovery. Stargas includes, herein, details of the information with the respect to the 
Commission’s review of the costs claimed but will, only if the sale does not complete, request approval 
on the recovery mechanism.  

Stargas inferred from a question raised by Commission staff that 5½ executive hours included within its 
initial application would be excluded in the costs allowed in recovery and, accordingly, has excluded 
both the charge for the hours and interest related thereto in the costs claimed as recoverable within this 
regulatory account. Stargas seeks recovery from Ratepayers of $16,687.30 as follows: 

Anticipated 

Costs Incurred Denial Costs Claimed 

FAES - Final settlement July 5, 2018 $9,081.72 $9,081.72 

Five Star Utility – relights 650.00 $650.00 

D.K. Stargas meter reader; status of relights 190.40 $190.40 

Direct costs 9,922.12 $9,922.12 

M.A. Blumes, executive time 5,157.00 757.00 $4,400.00 

 Total before interest 15,079.12 757.00 14,322.12 

Interest   

July 5, 2018 to May 31, 2019 (WACC 6.95% to 7.10%) 867.00 43.53 823.47 

Reported   Balance   -   May 31, 2019 15,946.12 
May 31st, 2019 to Oct 31, 2019 (WACC 7.10% to 

7.12%) 476.11 23.90 452.21 

October 31, 2019 to May 31, 2020 (7.12% to 6.80%) 669.63 33.62 636.01 

Reported   Balance   -   May 31, 2020 17,091.86 

June 1, 2020 to Oct 31, 2020 (WACC-6.28% Aug 2020) 477.45 23.97 453.48 

Reported   Balance   -   October 31, 2020 17,569.31 882.01 $16,687.30  

Additional information as called for in the Reasons for Decision (Order G-159-18): 

a. Clarification of the actual location of the incident: whether the damage took place outside of 

Stargas’ service area or in the system not actually owned by Stargas.  

Stargas response: The incident occurred outside the Stargas service area (demarcation the Silver Star 

Mountain Resort boundary); the damage was to a Fortis main bringing gas to the Stargas service area.  

b. Description of the actions Stargas has taken to resolve the incident issue with the contractor 

causing the damage (either with or without the assistance with FAES).  
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Stargas response: Given that the damage to a Fortis main, Stargas had no direct contact with the 

contractor/damager but relied exclusively on the assistance of FAES and, as identified by that firm, 

extensively on the Claims department maintained with the offices of Fortis BC Inc. Fortis, aggressively 

pursued recovery of Fortis’s direct costs incurred on behalf of Stargas/its ratepayers of $74,477.84; the 

final offer of $60,396.14 made by the damager/its insurer left $14,081.70 to be dealt with in addition to 

direct costs incurred by Stargas.  It to be noted that Stargas’ first approach to deal with the shortfall was 

to seek reduction of the costs incurred by Fortis (their overhead charged) but were advised that they 

had, within Fortis Alternate Energy Services, incurred significant further overheads that were not billed 

so that they'd denied any reduction of what Fortis asserted were amounts equitably charged Stargas 

ratepayers. Stargas, upon receiving the recommendation from FAES to settle for $14,921 or to secure its 

own legal representation (to initiate its independent claim) determined that the costs in doing so 

unwarranted. The damager’s insurer, upon understanding that Stargas had under consideration securing 

its own legal representation increased its settlement offer by $5,000 reducing the unrecovered amount 

incurred by Fortis of Stargas’ behalf from $14,081 to $9,081. Stargas submits that its decision to accept 

the settlement amount expedient and notes that, were Stargas to have sought to further narrow direct 

costs that indirect costs (its own and those of legal counsel) would have ballooned well beyond their 

prospect of recovery in litigation.  Stargas suggests that the damagers’ insurer would expect to secure a 

reduction in its costs based on finding and Stargas agreeing to a “point of indifference” usual to these 

circumstances.”  

c. Clarification of whether the direct costs incurred ($9,921) and claimed by Stargas in this 

Application is a result of direct contractor damages or whether they are indirect costs associated 

with relighting pilots in Stargas’ service area. 

Stargas response: The costs claimed against the damager on Stargas’ behalf reflected the costs of 

regasification of service to the Resort and the subsequent customer relights. The June 6th incident 

impacted a ski resort with limited summer activity and many residences shuttered so that an August 

30th, 2017 cut-off date was adopted following which relights were handled by Stargas. The damages to 

the main were claimed under a separate and distinct file by FortisBC for its account, while recording and 

invoicing Stargas for costs related to the regassification and relight of ratepayers within the Stargas 

service area (Silver Star Mountain Ski Resort).   

d. Discussion and interpretation of the contractual relationship with FAES. Specifically, any parts of 

the service agreement with FAES that are (or are not) applicable to this incident (sections 

relating to emergency situations, indemnity, etc.).  

Stargas response: Following is a relevant extract from the FAES contract dated December 1st, 2009 when 

FAES named Terasen Energy Services Inc. (TES) for a term of ten years ending November 30th, 2019: 

“Schedule “B” Gas Distribution O&M Services, Section 8. Emergency Response: The cost for the TES 

initial emergency response and ensuring site safety will be included in the Distribution O&M Charge. TES 

will render an invoice to SG for any remedial action required, including, but limited to, customer relights, 

road repair, extensive pipe repairs, spill material handling and disposal, which will be paid by SG in 

addition to the charges as set out in Schedule A.” 
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As the incident below the resort boundary/Stargas service area, the initial emergency response not 

within Stargas’ ambit of responsibility nor was it engaged prior to the decision to shut off service to its 

service area.  Stargas’ contract with FAES conveys to that firm, in addition to a number of administrative 

functions, all the physical aspects of the operation of the utility and submits that there can be no doubt 

that safety demanded the action taken.   

a. Detailed supporting documentation for the final costs, direct and indirect, incurred by Stargas 

related to the incident. Stargas is specifically directed to identify costs associated with its August 

6, 2018 submission separately from other direct and indirect costs.  

Stargas response: Details supporting the direct cost incurred in the Regulatory account are included as 

an attachment to this section of the Application. The following extracts of Stargas’ management logs 

evidence the time taken by management in addressing the incident. 

The details of indirect time incurred by Mr. M.A. Blumes, at the time of the incident, in securing 

restoration of services to the utility’s service grid, and in seeking recompense in filings with the 

Commission is summarized below. Commission staff sought the time and cost related to Stargas’ August 

6th submission to it; 5.25 hours of Mr. Blumes’ time at a cost of $757 was recorded but as reflected in 

the table, Stargas excludes that amount in the current application for this Regulatory Account. It also 

excludes proportional interest through to October 31st, 2020. If the Regulatory Account is approved as 

submitted, or further reduced, Stargas would calculate interest on that reduced balance from that date 

to completion of sale, or thereafter should the sale not complete. 

This space intentionally left blank 

-
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M.A. Blumes

Description Executive Hrs

$144.26

6-Jun-17 Coordinate res ponse to l ine break- conversations , Slater, Fi l l ingham, Murray 2.5

7-Jun-17 Memo to Res ort repres entatives  re l ine break 1

15-Jun-17 Conference FAE on rel ights 0.5

14-Jul -17 Rel ight i s sue with Slater - draft letter and cover i ss ues 1.75

6-Aug-17 Update on rel ights  to FAE 0.5

10-Aug-17 Rel ight update, cal l  ratepayer re BC One 1

15-Aug-17 Updates  rel ights  - FAE, ratepayer conversations  (2) 1

16-Aug-17 Interaction with Slater/Murray and memo to Dan re rel ight 2.5

18-Aug-17 Doug Slater - re rel ights  - review Dan report 0.25

19-Aug-17 Rel ight corres pondence ins tructions 1.5

12.5

Total  hours  involved at $144.26 $1,803

7-May-18 Conversation Slater re June 6 incident 1

8-May-18 Letter to SSPOA outl ining cons iderations  re s hortfa l l 2.5

10-May-18 Firs t draft of appl ication on shortfa l l  - SSPOA correspondence 2.5

23-May-18 Redraft appl ication anticipating negative SSPOA res ponse 2.75

24-May-18 Receipt of SSPOA response - ini tia l  draft of response 2.5

25-May-18 Penultimate and fina l  draft of appl ication/attachments 4

15.25

Total  hours  involved at $144.26 $2,200

5-Aug-18 Discus s ion with Stargas  couns el  - re status/pos i tion on Incident 1.25

6-Aug-18 Draft/redraft reponses  - Stargas  & that of lega l  couns el 4

28-Aug-18 Summarize info to date for subsequent (2019 appl ication) 2.75

8

Total  hours  involved at $144.26 $1,154

$5,157

Approvals sought for Additional Regulatory Accounts: 

Stargas seeks BCUC approval for the establishment of three 2020 Regulatory Accounts, as described 

hereunder; its seeks to, within this Application to confirm the costs within each but proposes to defer 

resolution of the mechanism of recovery for whatever balances are approved to a subsequent 

Application should the sale of its regulatory assets and operations not conclude. Stargas has not and will 

not record interest on the amounts claimed within these Applications but would expect to do so at the 

utility’s weighted average cost of capital from the date of such approval.  

4. 2020 Application to establish a Regulatory Account to recover the costs of the current Delivery 

and Regulatory Account Application: 

 Stargas’ cost to date in the preparation of this Application aggregate $31,582 and, as noted within its 

discussion of management fees, has incurred extraordinary management costs in the conduct of its 

-

I I 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
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operations, aggregating $6,876 and submits that the total thereof of $38.458, together with its further 

costs in addressing Commission and Intervenor interrogatories (as trued up following BCUC’s decision) 

be accepted within a 2020 Regulatory Account on the 2020 Delivery/Regulatory Account Application.  

Note also, that CMI Holdings (1998) Inc. (Stargas’ parent corporation) has absorbed all of the time 

related to Stargas’ preparation of materials relevant to its contemplated sale of its regulatory assets and 

operations, time awarded to the negotiation and documentation of that transaction so that the utility’s 

management costs are solely those related to its ongoing operations under its current ownership.  

Preparation of the current Application:  

Relying heavily on the September 2019 application filed and subsequently withdrawn in contemplation 

of the sale, Stargas prepared the current application recording the following hours/dollars in doing so: 

MAB MAB 

Preparation of September 2020 Filing  $69.24 $144.26 

Accounting Executive 

9-Sep Evaluation of impact of Spring 2021 sale 4.5 

14-Sep Initial pass on new test year 5.5 1.0 

15-Sep Finalize commission update/review with FEI 1.5 

16-Sep Tie in October 31 opening/review basic assumptions 4.0 0.5 

17-Sep Draft capital structure section 3.5 

18-Sep Draft regulatory section  2.0 6.0 

19-Sep Draft management services section 4.0 2.5 

20-Sep Review edit each of prior draft sections 4.0 

21-Sep Resolution technical services extension/model 4.5 2.5 

22-Sep critical review – edit 3.0 

22-Sep compile and file 2.5 

22.5 29.0 $5,741.44 

Costs incurred in the preparation of the September 2019 application serving as a template for the 

current version were as follows: 

MAB MAB 

Preparation of September 2019 Filing  $69.24 $144.26 

Accounting Executive 

9-May Initial framework  5.0 1.5 

10-May Develop plan - continuing operations) 3.0 

12-May Application - required information (per staff) 5.0 1.5 

15-May Forecast to Oct 31, 2020 update 5.5 1.5 

16-May Impact on current negotiations/ remediation 3.5 

17-May Initial financial model for test year 2021 7.0 1.5 

18-May Develop financial tables/ notes to 6.0 2.0 
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22-May Draft Application discussion  1.0 4.5 

23-May First completed test year model 6.0 2.0 

24-May Tables for Application 7.0 3.5 

25-May Critical review - pages 1 to 9 App 3.5 

29-May Tie in opening b/s to test year model 5.5 0.5 

30-May Review/correct assumptions 3.5 2.0 

Time recorded to May 31, 2020 51.6 30.5 $7,970.64 

4-Jun Initial draft test year tables/narrative 3.0 3.0 

5-Jun Initial draft test year tables/narrative 4.0 1.0 

9-Jun Keep/sell alternative discussion 1.0 4.0 

10-Jun Review/edit narrative  3.0 

25-Jun Critical review - balance of App 3.5 1.5 

26-Jun Cross-reference check 2.5 

14.0 12.5 $2,772.61 

15-Jul Edit to incorporate FEI input 1.0 2.5 

16-Jul Edit to incorporate FEI input 3.0 

21-Jul Final review 1.5 

1.0 7.0 $1,079.06 

12-Aug Update delivery volumes (revise estimate) 4.5 0.5

13-Aug Develop test year spreadsheet (assumptions) 8.8 5.5

15-Aug Impact of technical services switchover 5.5 2.5

16-Aug Measure hourly impact on additional duties 4.5 4.0

17-Aug Consider impact of revised installation program 3.5 4.0

18-Aug Narrative alongside determination of cost of service 6.5 6.0

19-Aug Details, term sheet replacement service provider 5.0 5.5

21-Aug Regulatory accounts/ included template for this 4.8 3.5

23-Aug Complete first draft of delivery and rate rider app 5.5 4.5

24-Aug Cross check all financial data 3.0 4.5

25-Aug Background/planning new service provider/turnover 1.5 3.8

26-Aug Additional sections to app - impact install; stub 5mths 4.5 3.5

27-Aug Meeting with service provider - settle on filing materials 0.0 1.8

28-Aug Scrub workpapers, further cross check 5.0 5.0

29-Aug Staff discussion; changes therefrom 1.5 1.5

30-Aug Review 1.8 1.0

65.8 57.1 $12,792.52 

8-Sep Review and cross check all references 3.5 

9-Sep Narrative update (impact of current data) 2.0 

10-Sep Complete review, compile 3.0 

8.5 $1,226.21 

Total hours/dollars 132.3 115.6 $25,841.03 
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After being notified by its technical service provider in December 2018 that, following termination of its 

contract (then dated October 31, 2019), Fortis/its affiliates would not continue any of the services then 

supporting the utility’s Silver Star Mountain Resort operations, Stargas management was to review 

alternatives while, on a regular basis providing updates to Commission staff.  The following table 

summarizes the time/dollars dedicated to securing the utility’s continuing operation. 

MAB 

Executive 

Technical services/BCUC Staff updates $144.26

2/28/19 Preparation - Commission meeting 3.25

3/3/19 Further preparation 2.25

3/6/19 Review and initial response to interrogatories 1.5

3/7/19 Meeting prep - relate to Staff questions 3.5

3/9/19 Assemble relevant documents/ final review of those 1.75

3/10/19 Further review while in transit to Vancouver 1

3/11/19 Attendance at Commission offices 1.5

3/11/19 Status update - K Fuhr and nominees for services 1.5

3/15/19 Finalize and submit response to Staff questions 6.25

22.5 $144.26 $3,246

Expenses 585

$3,831

Technical surveys/BCUC Staff updates Hours Rate

5/1/19 FAES - continuity of tech services 0.50

5/13/19 prep for BCUC call 1.50

5/21/19 Update report to BCUC on status 2.25

5.75 $144.26 $829

6/5/19 Meeting on contract for tech services 2.50

6/10/19 BCUC conversation re status 1.25

6/18/19 Update from contractor 1.00

4.75 $144.26 $685

7/3/2019 Call with BCUC and follow up on grid composition 1.25

7/8/2019 Service contract with nominee 1.50

7/22/2019 Nominee introductory meeting prep and meet 2.25

7/31/2019 Meeting nominee in Burnaby - prep and attendance 1.75

6.75 $144.26 $974

Expenses $268

$1,242

8/11/2019 Meeting with alternate service nominee 2

2 $144.26 $289

$6,876
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Expenses include travel to Vancouver on two occasions to meet with potential alternate service provides 

in one instance and on a second occasion to meet, at the Commission’s request, with its staff monitoring 

Stargas progress on securing its ongoing operations. 

5. 2020 Application to establish a Regulatory Account to recover the interest deficit incurred in 

the period June 1st, 2017 to October 31st, 2020: 

Stargas submits, as equitable, the establishment of a Regulatory Account to recover an interest deficit of 

$18,005

On April 27, 2017, the Commission, under Order G-59-17, dictated a departure from Stargas’ prior 

approved rate methodology (that had been set and approved in response to accumulated losses in the 

utilities early years) to establish a conventional rate model. The Order did not include what the utility 

has come to recognize were needed transitional provisions and in result CMI (Stargas’ parent company) 

did not have, as described in the BCUC mandate, the promised “reasonable opportunity to earn a fair 

return” on its investment. The delivery rate of $5.77 set by BCUC Order G-57-17 included returns on 

debt and equity in the amount of $31,873, which the Commission noted was “not dissimilar to the 

$32,410 requested by Stargas in its final submission”. However, Stargas noted that that comparison 

flawed in that interest on short-term borrowings that had previously been included in the utility’s 

revenue requirement were no longer allowed in the determination of the utility’s delivery rate.  Stargas’ 

interest costs in its fiscal year ended May 31st, 2017 totaled $17,346 so that allowed interest costs of 

$11,567 ($20,306 on equity) left $5,779 as unrecovered in the approved delivery rate. It apparent that 

whether a consequence of the utility’s operating losses in its formative stages, or due to its highly 

seasonal cash flows, that the regulatory model upon which it’s allowed interest costs determined 

failed to provide recovery of costs incurred that were approved by the Commission. 

Stargas notes that as its actual interest costs incurred in financing capital and operating costs incurred 
subject to and approved in its regulatory processes are readily determined,  and submits that those ought 
to have been within the determination its annual revenue requirement, in lieu of an estimate based on 
the formula that, as is demonstrated in the following table, failed to provide recovery of costs borne by 
the utility in the conduct of its regulated activities.  Stargas submits that it is equitably entitled to recover 
interest costs incurred in funding its operations and those incurred in financing its capital expenditures; 
where available (as are they in this instance) actual interest costs incurred ought, Stargas submits, be 
allowed as a transitory accommodation in place of estimates derived on the formula used in this 
instance.  
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The following table reflects the cumulative net deficit in interest incurred versus that allowed as 
recoverable from ratepayers.  

31-May 31-May 31-May 31-May 31-Oct 31-Oct 

2017 2018 2019 2020 2020 2020 

5mths 

Notes Actual Actual Actual Actual Forecast Total 

Term debt $9,362 $11,549 $10,439 $7,755 $3,141 $42,246 

1 Operating lines  5,617 6,272 7,687 7,039 2,900 29,515 

2 Shareholder advances 2,367 3,627 3,336 6,411 2,702 18,443 

17,346 21,448 21,462 21,205 8,743 90,204 

Interest on regulatory accounts  0 2,909 3,127 1,239 776 8,051 

3 Interest incurred on excluded costs 301 301 1,221 1,221 509 3,553 

4 Interest on ratepayer late payments 1,742 2,541 1,804 2,659 761 9,507 

2,043 5,751 6,152 5,119 2,046 21,111 

Interest costs incurred, net 15,303 15,697 15,310 16,086 6,697 69,093 

Interest costs allowed 11,567 11,567 11,567 11,567 4,820 51,088 

Deficit 3,736 4,130 3,743 4,519 1,877 18,005 

Cumulative deficit $3,736 $7,866 $11,609 $16,128 $18,005 $18,005 

Notes:  
1. Operating interest provided by Stargas’ lender to a ceiling of $150,000 at its prime rate plus 

1/4% and, as less expensive than shareholder advances (bank rate plus 1%), are utilized to the 

extent possible 

2. The shareholder advances provided historically to bridge the utility’s highly seasonal cash-flows; 

however, in contemplation of the sale to FEI, Stargas was unable to secure additional term 

financing to cover its capital expenditures resulting in the requirement to provide interim funds 

to the utility at unprecedented levels. 

3. With the exception of interest incurred on amounts included within the utility’s expenses but 

denied within the determination of its cost of service, the balance of interest costs arise in 

financing costs/expenses/capital investment that have been approved within the utility’s 

regulatory framework. Details of excluded costs and the calculation of interest costs incurred 

thereon can be provided should those be required. 

4. Increases in interest cost arising from ratepayers’ late payments are mitigated by late charges 

recovered from them. 

Stargas, following the determinations in G-59-17 made the determination, with its parent 

company’s concurrence that it would withhold distributions to, overtime eliminate increases in the 

deficit arising in interest incurred and that allowed to be recovered from ratepayers.  

As reflected in the test year compilation, interest costs determined following the conventional 

methodology approximate forecast, indicating that were actual net interest costs allowed through a 
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transitional period (while distributions of allowed equity return’s withheld) that conventional rate 

setting methodology could address Stargas equitable returns on both debt and equity.    

6. 2020 Application to recover, by inclusion in the Utility’s revenue requirement, allowed but 

undistributed returns on equity in the period from June 1, 2017 to October 31st, 2020:  

Stargas submits, that as analogous to the determination in BCUC Order G-157-12, that it equitably 

entitled to recover from ratepayers its allowed but unpaid return on equity in the three years and five 

months of $69,379 (3 years @ $20,306 and 5/12 of $20,306 = $8,461) total in a fashion consistent with 

that of the earlier order and accordingly, would in the absence of sale, seek recovery by the inclusion 

in its revenue requirement over twenty years of $3,469 ($69,379 equally over 20 years). As the amount 

to be included in the utility’s revenue requirement would not include interest (as that in G-157-12 did 

not) the amount is discounted to a present value as follows: 

Face 
Amount Discount Annual Final  

Rate Payment Payment Total 

Recovery - yearly $3,469  20 

Balance outstanding $69,379  4.15% $69,379  $69,379  

Present value $45,120  $45,120  

Stargas was allowed in each of its three fiscal years ending May 31, 2020 an equity return of $20,306 

and a further $8,461 in its five months ended October 31, 2020. The utility with the agreement of its 

investor (CMI) did and will not distribute these returns to its investor to eliminate what otherwise 

would be a recurring annual interest deficit. 

The following summarizes the position of the Commission on the matter as reflected in the 
earlier decision: 

Stargas Utilities Ltd.  
Application for Approval to Alter Rates  

REASONS FOR DECISION  
BCUC Order G-157-12

“from fiscal 2002 through fiscal 2006 inclusive, accumulated unpaid dividends on Stargas’ preferred 
shares amounted to $135,887 and no return on equity was included in the revenue requirement. 

On July 13, 2005, Stargas filed an application with the Commission for approval to alter rates (the “2005 
Application”). The 2005 Application contained a request for approval to include the accumulated unpaid 
dividends in rate base (the “2005 Application”). The Commission denied this request and stated the 
following in the Reasons for Decision accompanying Order G-118-05: 

“The Commission does not consider that unpaid dividends are appropriate for inclusion in rate 
base and should be removed. These cumulative dividends will become a cost to Stargas when 
it has the financial resources to be able to pay the dividends. Accordingly, the preferred shares 
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are to be shown as a no-cost item in the capital structure, until such time as the dividends are 
declared and paid.” 

On July 29, 2009, Stargas filed an application with the Commission for approval to alter rates (the 
“2009 Application”). The 2009 Application contained a request to amortize the accumulated unpaid 
dividends of $135,887 into the revenue requirement over ten years (“the 2009 Application”). The 
Commission denied this request and stated the following in the Reasons for Decision accompanying 
Order G-164-09: 

“The request to amortize $135,887 of accumulated unpaid dividends on Stargas’ preferred 
shares into its revenue requirement over ten years is not approved. As stated in Commission 
Order G-118-05, the accumulated unpaid dividends will become a cost to Stargas when it has 
the financial resources to be able to pay the dividends.” 

The current Application requests approval to amortize the $135,887 of accumulated unpaid 
dividends into the revenue requirement over twenty years, commencing in fiscal 2013, which 
translates to $6,794 per fiscal year. 

The Commission considered the points outlined below to determine the appropriateness of amortizing 
the accumulated unpaid dividends into the revenue requirement over a period of twenty years. 

1. The Stargas revenue requirement did not include any return on equity during the 
period from fiscal 2002 through fiscal 2006 inclusive when the unpaid dividends 
accumulated. Therefore, any future recovery of the accumulated unpaid dividends 
would not represent a doubling up of return on equity. 

2. Stargas’ preferred shares are cumulative, meaning that the unpaid dividends of $135,887 
are in arrears and have accumulated for future payment. The cumulative preferred shares 
cannot be redeemed until such time as the cumulative preferred share dividends in 
arrears are declared and paid. 

3. Stargas submits on p. 3 of 10 of the Application that the issue is ‘circular’ and if they are 
unable to include the accumulated unpaid dividends in the revenue requirement, they 
will not be in position to declare and pay the dividends in arrears. 

Considering that no return on equity was included in the revenue requirement from fiscal 2002 
through fiscal 2006, the Commission considers it appropriate that the accumulated unpaid dividends 
are declared and paid to the shareholder; however, the Commission does not consider it appropriate 
to include a portion of preferred share dividends in the revenue requirement unless they are 
declared and paid in the same fiscal year (emphasis added). Therefore, the Commission approves 
Stargas’ request to amortize the accumulated unpaid dividends in the revenue requirement over a 
period of twenty years and directs Stargas to declare and pay $6,794 in cumulative preferred share 
dividends in each fiscal year.” 

In each of BCUC Orders 118-05 and 164-09; the Commission rejected inclusion of amortization of 
unpaid dividends into the utility’s revenue requirement unless “declared and paid in the same fiscal 
year”. In its filing leading to BCUC-Order-157-12, Stargas pointed out, and the Commission was to agree, 
that unless the dividend amount included in required revenue that the funds requisite to payment of 
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the related dividend could not be generated from ratepayers and correspondingly, once included and 
collected from ratepayers that only then could the funds be distributed to investors. Absent each of 
the two elements (inclusion in required revenue and payment to investor) CMI, Stargas’ investor, 
would not have earned returns on equity through the 2002 through 2006 period. 

Correspondingly, the two elements (inclusion in required revenue and payment to investor) remain 

applicable on the allowed equity return authorized in BCUC Order G-59-17; while the first of the 

elements (inclusion in required revenue) operative through each of the fiscal periods, the second, 

payment of the allowed return on equity to investors was not. That because, had Stargas paid its 

investors’ the return in each of the two fiscal years, equivalent funds would have had to been 

advanced by CMI (as an increase in shareholders’ loan). The utility made the determination to 

withhold payment of preferred share dividends as not to exacerbate its parallel issue – continuing 

interest expenses not recoverable from ratepayers. 

Attachments:  

- Stargas forecast balance sheet & income statement for the test year. 
- Draft of notice to ratepayers 
- As required in response to justification of costs in the 2018 incident shortfall regulatory account, 

details of the direct costs incurred. 



Stargas Utilities Ltd.

Income Statement

Test Year November 1, 2020 to October 31, 2021

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Y/E

Income Statement Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast 10/31/2021

Revenue: GJ's 4,750 7,600 7,700 7,250 5,500 3,500 2,200 1,450 1,250 1,250 2,200 3,600 48,250

     Commodity recovery $36,127 $57,804 $58,565 $55,142 $41,832 $26,620 $16,733 $11,028 $9,507 $9,507 $16,733 $27,381 $366,979

     Delivery 21,803 34,884 35,343 33,278 25,245 16,065 10,098 6,656 5,738 5,738 10,098 16,524 221,468

     Basic charges 6,120 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 6,345 75,915

     Sundry income 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 540 6,480

     Interest 116 116 114 112 111 109 109 109 109 109 110 110 1,334

64,706 99,689 100,906 95,417 74,072 49,680 33,825 24,678 22,239 22,239 33,825 50,899 672,176

     Commodity cost 17,687 29,144 29,761 28,021 21,258 11,226 7,056 4,651 4,009 4,009 7,056 11,547 175,425

      Fortis Rate 25 11,722 14,233 14,479 14,082 12,541 10,779 9,634 8,973 8,797 8,797 9,634 10,867 134,537

      GCVA adjustment 6,718 14,427 14,325 13,038 8,033 4,615 43 (2,595) (3,299) (3,299) 43 4,967 57,017

36,127 57,804 58,565 55,142 41,832 26,620 16,733 11,028 9,507 9,507 16,733 27,381 366,979

28,579 41,885 42,342 40,275 32,241 23,059 17,092 13,650 12,732 12,732 17,093 23,519 305,196

Technical services 7,078 11,324 11,473 10,803 8,195 5,215 3,278 2,161 1,863 1,863 3,278 5,364 71,893

     Professional fees - - - - - - - -                425 - -                6,800 7,225

     Office and sundry 1,127 1,654 1,290 1,265 1,169 1,059 988 947 936 936 988 1,065 13,421

     Bank charges 502 627 809 851 835 735 606 509 448 425 420 472 7,238

     Insurance 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 750 9,000

     Office rent 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 520 6,240

     Admin-Stargas/CMI 7,694 7,862 5,148 4,825 4,267 3,761 4,407 3,731 3,893 5,573 7,927 7,655 66,743

     Admin-Fortis affiliate 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 54,000

     Interest - term loan 334 328 325 322 319 316 314 311 308 305 303 300 3,785

     Interest- shareholder's 885 1,030 1,030 1,050 913 729 744 744 666 666 693 717 9,866

     Interest - operating 448 448 457 456 462 461 458 428 445 465 460 460 5,447

     Amortization 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 1,938 23,250

25,775 30,980 28,239 27,279 23,867 19,984 18,503 16,537 16,691 17,940 21,776 30,539 278,108

Income before income tax 2,804 10,905 14,103 12,996 8,374 3,076 (1,411) (2,888) (3,959) (5,208) (4,684) (7,020) 27,088

    Provision for income tax 3,251

Net income 23,838

Dividend -  Order  G-157-12 (6,794)

Deficit - opening (140,602)

Deficit - closing ($123,558)
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Stargas Utilities Ltd.

Balance Sheet

Test Year November 1, 2020 to October 31, 2021

Balance Sheet Oct-20 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct-21

Current assets Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast Forecast

      Cash $0 $2,609 $4,214 $879 $4,648 $2,544 $1,606 $4,747 $1,086 $2,447 $2,608 $4,401 $2,046

     Accounts receivable 56,235 90,809 141,383 153,021 148,494 120,930 84,950 57,950 41,125 34,713 33,431 47,646 71,816

     Prepaid insurance 4,500 3,750 3,000 2,250 1,500 750 0 3,750 3,000 2,250 1,500 750 (0)

     Prepaid legal 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756 5,756

66,491 102,924 154,353 161,906 160,397 129,979 92,311 72,203 50,966 45,166 43,295 58,553 79,617

Property & equipment

      Distribution grid 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 751,026 773,026

     Amortization - grid (303,939) (305,504) (307,069) (308,633) (310,198) (311,763) (313,327) (314,892) (316,457) (318,021) (319,586) (321,150) (322,715)

     Safety initative 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009 30,009

     Amortization - safety (3,000) (3,250) (3,500) (3,750) (4,000) (4,250) (4,500) (4,750) (5,000) (5,250) (5,500) (5,750) (6,000)

     Billing & read software 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373 7,373

     Amortization - B&R 0 (123) (246) (369) (492) (614) (737) (860) (983) (1,106) (1,229) (1,352) (1,475)

     Remediation 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710 8,710

490,178 488,241 486,303 484,366 482,428 480,491 478,553 476,616 474,678 472,741 470,803 468,866 488,928

Regulatory accounts 76,407 76,271 75,983 75,688 75,415 75,234 75,157 75,150 75,182 75,224 75,268 75,260 75,179

Deferred dividends 02-06 61,345 61,474 45,097 45,097 61,898 62,027 62,157 62,321 62,486 62,651 62,816 62,980 56,316

Deferred dividends 18-20 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097 45,097

182,849 182,842 166,177 165,882 182,410 182,358 182,411 182,568 182,765 182,972 183,180 183,338 176,592
$739,518 $774,007 $806,833 $812,154 $825,235 $792,828 $753,275 $731,386 $708,409 $700,879 $697,278 $710,756 $745,137

Current liabilities

     Operating bank loan $145,246 $148,246 $148,246 $148,037 $149,766 $149,370 $148,697 $138,712 $144,462 $150,844 $149,035 $149,073 $149,073

     Accounts payable 101,341 70,501 78,961 77,175 73,889 61,845 45,801 38,865 33,762 32,760 34,525 42,561 73,575

     Government 6,858 24,618 40,941 26,651 34,358 45,756 12,003 9,141 11,737 6,824 5,512 10,294 8,066

     Income tax payable 10,919 10,919 10,919 - - - - - - - - - 3,251

     GCVA (57,017) (50,299) (35,871) (21,546) (8,508) (475) 4,141 4,183 1,588 (1,711) (5,010) (4,967) 0

207,347 203,985 243,196 230,317 249,505 256,497 210,642 190,902 191,550 188,717 184,062 196,961 233,964

Term loan 108,331 106,248 105,345 104,442 103,540 102,637 101,734 100,831 99,929 99,026 98,123 97,220 96,317

Shareholder's interests

      Deferred dividends 106,442 106,571 90,194 90,194 106,995 107,124 107,254 107,418 107,583 107,748 107,913 108,077 101,413

     Shareholders' loans 226,000 263,000 263,000 268,000 233,000 186,000 190,000 190,000 170,000 170,000 177,000 183,000 205,000

      Preferred shares 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000 231,000

      Common shares 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000

      Retained earnings (140,602) (137,798) (126,902) (112,799) (99,804) (91,430) (88,354) (89,765) (92,653) (96,611) (101,819) (106,503) (123,558)

423,840 463,773 458,292 477,395 472,191 433,694 440,899 439,653 416,931 413,136 415,093 416,575 414,855
$739,518 $774,006 $806,833 $812,154 $825,235 $792,828 $753,275 $731,386 $708,409 $700,879 $697,278 $710,756 $745,137
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Draft – to be reviewed and agreed to by FEI and following execution of the APA and 
tech services extension as well as following initial response from Commission staff 

Notice to Stargas Utilities Ltd. Customers 

October xx, 2020 

Stargas has filed two applications with the British Columbia Utilities Commission that, if 
approved as filed, will result in a $2.45 increase of the variable charge per gigajoule from the 
current rate of $9.75 to $12.20. The application seeks BCUC approval: 

- To reduce the delivery component of our variable charge from $5.77 to $4.59 
- To increase the commodity component to $7.61 from $3.98.   

Stargas has entered into an agreement with Fortis Energy Inc. that, with the approval of the 
British Columbia Utilities Commission, will, April 1, 2021 terminate Stargas’ delivery of natural 
gas to the Resort to be replaced by Fortis. Stargas’ current residential, small and large 
commercial customers, from that date forward, be supplied within Fortis’ Rates 1, 2, & 3;  

The current posted rates for Fortis are as follows: 

Fortis Rates Gas Cost Delivery 

Rate 1 (residential) $3.683 $4.596 

Rate 2 (small commercial) $3.877 $3.569 

Rate 3 (large commercial) $3.706 $3.143 

Stargas’ commodity rate includes a transportation demand charge calculated based upon its 
peak month of deliveries; that calculation, together with Stargas’ recovery of the shortfall in 
costs incurred against gas costs charged customers accounts for the large discrepancy in 
commodity rates that will be eliminated on completion of the sale. 

The delivery rate charged current residential customers will be relatively unchanged, while 
commercial customers will see meaningful savings under the new ownership. 

We at Stargas are proud of our contribution to the Resort over the many years and are pleased 
to be on track to merge your supply of natural gas with that of Fortis. If you’ve questions or 
concerns, please to not hesitate to contact us. Contact us initially by email at Info@Stargas.ca
and we’ll respond either by email or by telephone (if your number provided). 
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Moe Blumes (Star Gas) 

From: 
Sent: 
Ta: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Ht Moe. 

Slater, Doug <DougSlater@fortisbc.com> 
Monday, May 7, 201811:04 AM 
Mae Blumas (Star Gas) 
Murray lies 
June 6, 2017 (Balcaen Consolidated Contracting) 

~ 84 
I 11P ,_ pt1"'> 

As you are aware, we've been ne1otlatlna with tha Insurance claims adjuster for Balcaen Consolidated In an attempt to 
recover the costs of re-gasifying the Stargas system last June due to damage caused by Balcaen. Wrtve combined 
negottadng efforts with FortlsBC (at no cost to Stargas or Its ~stomers) In order to ln~ease S•rps" bargaining power 
in an effort to recover the maximum amount possible from Balcaen's. After many months of negotiation, we've now 
reached a decision point as Balcaen's have put forward their final offer. 

FEI invoice amount to fAES for ra:1aslfylng the Starm system; 

IDH3UO•SlarG•ld&lll:s 
Dualptlan Amals 0/11 
SrarGas ReltahtSUM!v 290.GD 36.25 
Mef1s 2,547.29 293.41 

OIJier -- 62.50 
Admfnei,t 2S.H 3.21 
~ ZU,O.GC J,ffl.33 
18£\V\Vages-Rea lct,9SS.G5 3MD39 
IBEWWD1es-OT 1U7UI S..,U.34 
vans& PU's 506.88 &US 
Vau&F.,,414 1.650A7 JOG.31 
MedOulyTrucks • 285.a Ss.tS 

61.0D6.09 13,ffl.75 

aafcaen final offer 1n respect of the abov& d)ames; 

$6D,39&.14 ("'8196 of total charges) 

Net amount owning (FAES to lnvolc@Starps): 

$14,0Sl.70 ("'$48 per customer) 

'TOrAL 
326.25 

1,740.20 
S&Z.50 
28.87 

30,341.97 
14,515M 
2\214.22 

570.24 
2.156.78 

320.81 
74,477.811 

Our Internal dafms staff confirm that Balcaeri's Rnal offer Is indeed their final offer. We've pushed ha.~ tq get to this 
point which now leaves us with thefoUowlngtwo optlons going forward: 

1. Accept the final offer. Stargas would be required to sfan off on a release In support of acceptlna the negotiated 
settlement. This would leave Starps with a residual amount of $14k to recover from ratepayers Capproxlmatelv 
$48 percustomer). 

1 
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2. Pursue a dafm In must. Unfortunately, we are notable to do this on Starps' behalf. To pursue thlsoptfori, 
Starps wauld need to Incur Its own legal fees In preparing a clalm In murt In an attempt to recoverfurtller 
amounts from Balcun. I am told that the cost of pursutna lepl action can be sfanlffcant. 

Moe-alven the unprecedented nature of this avant beyond which was beyond all of our control, I am confident wve 
manaaed this prudently and to the best of our ablllty. The decision on how to move forward Is obvfouslvone for Staqas 
to make; however, I don't see a araat retum on further Investment In pursuit of lalcaen. My recommendation 15 that 
this Is a reasonable settlement. Please let me lcnowyour decision as soon as posslbte. 

Thank you, 

DougSlatar 
GenendManapr 
fcntllBCAllematlve Energy5eMCts 
Olf. lOU43.&515 
CeL 778.214J842 
f&8IUIB.6!152 
dov&ewr111hbc mm 
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FIVE STAR UTILITY & HEATING SERVICES Inc 
Box469 
Sorrento, BC 
VOE2WO 
Cordact Tim p 250-320-2132 

Customer 
Name Stargas Ultllties Ltd. 
Address 2287 Selkirk Drive 
CltylProv _KeJowna ____ _ Postal Code V1V 2N6 
Phone 
Fax 250-783-8784 

QlV DaaatDllon 

• 

Complete relJghts as per Murry 

13-Nov reUght 9874 Plnnadea 
check on meter at 200 Molnaahee 
relight 160 Odin 
3 hours @$100 per 

29-0cl relfght at "°5 Monashee 
1.5 ho&aa @$100 per 

OS-Oct Complete reftghta at 
7-e808 SUver Siar Road 
9865 Pinnacles 
2 houra@$100 per 

Invoice No. 3331 

INVOICE -

Date 
Job# 

HST 

Unit Price 

$300.00 

$150.00 

$200.00 

SUbTolal 

Nov 17,2017 
Silver Siar 

827160144RT0001 

TOTAL 

$850.00 
Shipping & Handling $0.00 

Taxes GST $32.50 

TOTAL $882.50 

~-·· ~l:: 
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......... ~·ff 
8595 Highway #6 
Coldstream, BC 
V1B3C6 

Phone(260)542-6517 

September 2, 2017 

Stargas Utilities Ltd. 

INVOICE 
#00228 

2475 Dobbin Road, Unit 3; PO Box 26039 
West Kelowna, BC 
V4T2G3 

Attention; Murray 

Re: Natural Gas Meters at Sliver Star Mountain 

Meter readings done September 1, 2017 

294 meters @ $1.60 per meter= $ 470.40 
0 minutes digging out meters @ $.50 per minute = 

Firelight extra meter@ $10.00 per read = 10.00 
TOTAL $ 480.40 

Pleaae aend e-tralllfer payable co: Dan Kunzelman 
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